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 Vehicle tracking
 Smart car alarm system
 Driver ID identify
 Fleet management

Please Read Carefully Before Operation



1. How it works?

1) Don’t need to install any APP on phone.

2) After setting the authorized Bluetooth, if the Bluetooth of phone from driver is paired by the
GPS tracker, then the vehicle is in disarmed, and you can start the engine and open the car
door normally.

3) If without paring the Bluetooth, the vehicle is in armed status, if someone illegally opens the
car door, illegally start the ignition or illegally move the vehicle, it will trigger the device to
send alarm message to preset phone number and call the preset phone number for
notification.

4) When leaving the car about 10 meters, the tracking system will armed automatically.

5) When you close to the car around 5 meters and your phone is recognized, the system will be
disarmed, it won't send out alert;

6) It support cut off the power of fuel pump automatically when illegal start the car, so that
the theft can’t drive the vehicle run away.

7) As driver ID identification - the GPS data will send the phone ID = driver ID to server, so
management will know whose drive which vehicle.



2. Enable Bluetooth function
Enable tracker Bluetooth: W000000,062,1

Disable tracker Bluetooth: W000000,062,0

Default setting is disable Bluetooth function.

3. Set the preset phone numbers to receive alarm message
3.1 set mobile phone number for alarm notification

Command：W000000,003,F,P,T1,T2

F=0, disable this function
F=1, only sending SMS
F=2, only calling the preset phone numbers
F=3, both SMS and call (default)



P is the type of alert, P=1 is Input 1 alert, P=2 is input 2 alert and P=3 is input 3 alert.

T1 and T2 is phone number (T1 and T2 must less than 16 digits) if only set T1 phone number, tracker
will send SMS to T1 and call to T1, if set both T1 and T2, tracker will send SMS to T1 and call to T2

For example:
If we want to set F=3 (SMS and call), P = input 1 alert and just one phone number T1, we need to send
SMS command

W000000,003,3,1,18816425960
After that, GPS tracker will reply one message “set ok, phone number: 3,1,18816425960 “

4. How to set the authorized Bluetooth address

4.1 Find the Bluetooth address code in android system

4.1.1 Click the “Setting”→ “ About phone” →click “Status” →find out “Bluetooth address
code”, if don’t have show Bluetooth address code on the phone, please make sure if the Bluetooth is on

4.2 Pair Bluetooth with Android phone

3.2.1 Pair Max 2 android phone as authorized mobile phone.
3.2.2 Set the Bluetooth address into the GPS tracker

SMS command for setting 1st Bluetooth address:W000000,060,ID1
SMS command for setting 2th Bluetooth address:W000000,160,ID2

For example:
If Bluetooth address is 00:16:6D:34:BD:71, we need to send this command

W000000,060,00166D34BD71
to the tracker, tracker will reply one SMS “00166D34BD71, 000000000000, 000000000000,
000000000000”, in this moment, please turn on the phone Bluetooth, and remain in the Bluetooth
setting interface and click the Bluetooth name “XXXXXXXX” of your phone to pair, XXXXXXXX is current
tracker ID that is a string of Numbers.

If you want to change the tracker ID, please send below SMS command
W000000,010,XXXXXX

Note: XXXXX are your new tracker ID number, it should less than 15 digits.



4.3 How to set the Iphone Bluetooth address

4.3.1 Find the Bluetooth address code in Iphone system

Setting → General → About → Bluetooth

4.3.2 Pair Max 2 Iphone as authorized mobile phone.

4.3.3 Set the Bluetooth address into the GPS tracker

SMS command for setting 1st Bluetooth address:W000000, 260, ID3

SMS command for setting 2th Bluetooth address:W000000, 360, ID4

For example:

If the Bluetooth address is 8D:32:58:48:D8:22, please send this command

W000000,260,8D325848D822

to the tracker, after sent this command, please turn on the phone Bluetooth, and remain in the

Bluetooth setting interface to wait for clicking “Pair” to finish the pairing. After that, it will show

“Connected” on phone.

5. Driver ID identify function
For example: if the Bluetooth address code is “8D: 32:58:48:D8:22”, please put the last 6 bits

“48D822” as driver ID on Tracking platform to achieve fleet management.



6. Enable / disable immobilizing the car
Enable immobilizing the car when start engine or open the door illegally,

SMS command:W000000,061,1

Disable immobilizing the car when start engine or open the door illegally,

SMS command:W000000,061,0

System default setting: Disable immobilizing the car when start engine or open the door illegally

7. Installation diagram
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